
 Cut a 5 ¾” X 10 ¾” rough opening. Fig.1 

 Install the Lineset Box™ and secure with 8 

– ¾” long galvanized deck screws (or 

equal). Fig.2 

 Cut a hole with a hole-saw in the top of the 

box to the size of the line set. (For a 7/8 x 

3/8 line set use a 1 7/8” hole-saw) 

 Run the line set into the box to the bottom 

or thru it if you like to leave it long. Fig.3 

 Run the low voltage wire into to box fol-

lowing the line set. 

 Cut a 2nd hole in the top of the Lineset Box 

™ to run the condensation drain. (For a ¾” 

schedule 40 PVC use a 1” hole-saw) 

 Cut a 7 inch long stub and glue it on a cou-

pling. Fig.4 & 5 

 Insert the 7 inch long stub into the hole 

you just made for the condensation drain. 

Fig.6 

 Push the stub down until the coupling is 

tight to the top. Fig 7 

 (This will insure that the condensation 

drain is sturdy, square and plumb in the 

box and will not be affected by other con-

tractors and moved around from the in-

side) Fig.8 

 Finished look. Fig.9 

 Seal all holes from the inside. 
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HVAC contractors now you have a termination point for your line set condensation drain & low 

voltage wire. 

The plumbers have a washer and ice maker box, the electricians have their boxes, and now you 

have a Line set rough in box. Claim your place on the job to run your line set & condensation 

drain too with the Lineset Box™  

How many times when you rough in a new home you scope out where to run the line set and 

you come back from lunch and the plumber, electrician…etc. has taken the bay. Now with the 

Lineset box™ you can install it when you cut out the house and hold the bay for your line set and 

condensation drain. 

Run your line set thru it (if you prefer to keep your line set long), or keep it in the Lineset Box™ 

for the best line set protection during construction until you return to set the condensers, help-

ing to eliminate any chance of being kinked or bent. Just one kink will cost you hours of time and 

as you know most of the copper line sets today aren’t as flexible as they used to be, so one kink 

and its done. 

Easy to Install 

Architecturally Pleasing  

Better Weatherization by keeping the line set & condensation drain penetrations out of the di-

rect rain and snow.  

The best new construction line set protection on the market 

Available colors black, white, and brown 

J.T. Products, Inc. 

Phone 845.988.2000  

www.jtproducts.com 

Pat. Pend. 

Its not if this happens. Its 

when this happens! it will cost your 

company countless unbillable man hours not to mention now 

you have to open 

a finished wall, 

and are using an 

open flame in the 

finished wall cavi-

ty 

Protect your bottom 

line, its like 

insurance for 

your line set 


